
Assistant Designer // Add Black  

Email linda@add-black.com to apply 

We are a Creative Design Agency focused on Private Label and Designer Swimwear and Cover 

Ups located in Long Beach, CA. We are immediately seeking a Color Specialist to join our 

growing team. This position will report into the Creative Director and work closely with all cross 

functional team members in Design, Product Development and Production.  

 

Color Specialist  - Our ideal candidate will have a sharp color eye and strong organizational skills, 

with experience in the fashion apparel industry.   Experience in swimwear or active apparel a 

plus.   Responsible for the color approval process of lab dips, strike-offs, and yarn dyes and bulk dye 

lots for solid, prints, and yarn-dyes, ensuring color accuracy, consistency, and continuity within and 

across products.  This role acts as the technical liaison between the product development team and 

suppliers to ensure technical requirements are met, while maintaining aesthetic design intent and 

calendar timelines. This person will also work closely with Product Development and Design Teams 

from start to finish of a product’s lifecycle.  

  

Duties & Responsibilities 

Participate in and receive certification through the Natific Color Training program.   Required for this 

position, with certification renewal every 2 years. 

Manage all instruments in the color room (light box, spectrophotometer, conditioning cabinet)  

Manage internal Coloro and Achroma color libraries 

Initiate and follow-up on the submit process with mills for lab dips, print strike-offs and 

yarn dyes in knit & woven fabric for development and production  

Evaluate all print strike-offs to ensure colors and pattern are followed – visual and 

instrumental abilities required, including use of light box and spectrophotometer 

Input color approval status and comments into the color system and business systems 

Communicate comments daily with overseas factories and suppliers  

Adhere to PD calendar & FOB dates and prioritize accordingly 

Cross functional interaction with Design and Production teams 

Act as liaison on color issues between product development, mills & clients to ensure production 

timelines are being met  

Assisting design and development teams in initial color matching when creating color standards 

for presentations  
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Qualifications 

At least 2-3 years of experience in a similar role 

Superior color vision as tested by the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test 

Proficiency using color management software and spectrophotometer 

Knowledge of fabric construction and technical properties 

Knowledge of printing and dying techniques 

Must be highly organized and able to work in a fast-paced environment 

Excellent written and verbal communication skills  

  

  

 


